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RTI Z-Wave® Wireless Lighting Controls

Dimmer
Adjust the light intensity to create the 
right ambience for any occasion. Accessory 
models allow control of up to 5 more 
devices allowing multiple switches to be 
wirelessly paired together to control lights 
or RF receptacles.

Switch
Simple on/off control of lighting. Accessory 
models allow control of up to 5 more 
devices allowing multiple switches to be 
wirelessly paired together to control lights 
or RF receptacles.

Scene Keypad
Keypad offers configurable presets and “All 
Off” functionality for five scenes or zones. 
Button keycaps can be custom engraved 
using RTI Laser Shark service.

Anyplace Switch
Easily add a switch wherever you need 
it with no additional wiring required. 
The battery operated Anyplace Switch 
conveniently mounts on any surface. 
Wallplate included.

Wireless Receptacle
The RF receptacle has one RF-controlled 
outlet and one “always on” outlet.

Lamp Dimmer / Appliance Switch
Plug in to any standard receptacle to control 
the light level of a lamp. The lamp dimming 
module’s sensing feature allows the lamp 
to be turned on manually using the lamp’s 
switch or the integrated on/off button. 
Appliance module also available.

Master Dimmer 600W - Neutral
Master Dimmer 600W - No Neutral
Master Dimmer 1000W - Incandescent - Neutral
Master Dimmer 1000W - Incandescent - No Neutral
Master Dimmer 1000W - Fluorescent - Neutral
Accessory Dimmer - Neutral
Wired Accessory Dimmer for Master Dimmer - No Neutral
5 Scene Keypad

Master Switch - Neutral
Master Switch - No Neutral
Accessory Neutral Switch
Non-RF Accessory Switch for Master Switch - No Neutral
Anyplace Switch
Wireless Receptacle
Lamp Dimming Module (White only)
Appliance Switch Module (White only)

Models Available for New and Retrofit Installations

*Wallplates are not included (except the Anyplace switch).
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